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ABSTRACT
The ever growing amount of educational content renders it increasingly difficult to manually generate sufficient practice or quiz questions to accompany it. This paper introduces QG-Net, a recurrent neural network-based model specifically designed for automatically generating quiz questions from educational content such as textbooks. QG-Net, when trained on a publicly available, general-purpose question/answer dataset and without further fine-tuning, is capable of generating high quality questions from textbooks, where the content is significantly different from the training data. Indeed, QG-Net outperforms state-of-the-art neural network-based and rules-based systems for question generation, both when evaluated using standard benchmark datasets and when using human evaluators. QG-Net also scales favorably to applications with large amounts of educational content, since its performance improves with the amount of training data.

INTRODUCTION
Quiz questions remain one of the most important pedagogical tools for learning. Indeed, studies conducted over the last several decades in both traditional educational settings such as classrooms, and large-scale, web-based settings such as massive open online courses (MOOCs) have found that providing students with frequent and ample quiz questions leads to better learning outcomes than spending an equal amount of time studying notes or textbooks [6, 15, 17–19]. Unfortunately, manually producing such quiz questions is time-consuming because of the extensive effort required of human domain experts. This approach does not scale to the current educational landscape, where an unprecedented growth of educational content (e.g., textbooks, blog posts, lecture notes, magazines, research papers) outpaces the production of questions that accompany them. Therefore, there is a pressing need to find ways to automate the question generation process.

In this work, we study the problem of automatic quiz question generation from educational content. We focus on the setting of generating factual questions from a source context, such as a sentence or a paragraph in a textbook, and a desired answer, which is part of the source context. Table 1 provides an example of the question generation setting that we consider in our study. Factual questions are an important part of assessments, because they assess learners’ comprehensive storage of declarative or factual knowledge, which is essential for learning [10]. Moreover, they put learners through the process of stimulating recall, leading to improved knowledge retention [13, 16, 32]. Thus, factual questions are of substantial value in facilitating learning and improving retention of learned material. Extensions that can generate more advanced questions, such as those involving logical induction or inference, are left for future work.

Within the framework of the problem formulation above, we aim at addressing two major challenges in automatic quiz question generation from educational content. The first major challenge is that the generated questions need to be both fluent and relevant to be useful for educational applications. Fluency requires the model to generate questions that are free of grammatical errors and, ideally, similar to those that human domain experts would generate. This property is crucial to automated question generation since questions that do not

Table 1. An example of using QG-Net for question generation. In this example, the context is a paragraph from OpenStax’s Biology textbook [27]. The task is to generate questions that are relevant to the context and answer, which are the colored and underlined parts of the context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A healthy person in a family in which some members suffer from a recessive genetic disorder may want to know if he or she has the disease-causing gene and what risk exists of passing the disorder on to his or her offspring. Of course, doing a test cross in humans is unethical and impractical. Instead, geneticists use pedigree analysis to study the inheritance pattern of human genetic diseases.</td>
<td><strong>What is unethical in humans?</strong></td>
<td><strong>What do geneticists use to study the inheritance pattern of human genetic diseases?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We introduce QG-Net, a data-driven question generation model that is particularly suited for the purpose of generating quiz questions on educational content. QG-Net follows the common reader-generator framework [35] but uses several key innovations to ensure the fluency and relevance of the generated questions. First, for the context reader model, we explicitly encode the answer information as an additional input, following [38–40]. This additional information encourages the reader to pay attention to specific parts of the input context, enabling the generator to generate different questions for different answers in the same input context. Second, for the question generator model, we incorporate the pointer network that was originally developed for text summarization [34]. This model design enables the generator to output questions that are able to focus on specific parts of the input text. We show that these aspects of QG-Net significantly improve the fluency and relevance of the generated questions, using a series of experiments on standard benchmark tasks.

More importantly, we provide the first demonstration of the effectiveness of adapting models trained on general-purpose question generation datasets to educational settings, thus resolving the problem of insufficient training data in these settings. Specifically, we show that QG-Net, trained on SQuAD [30], a massive, publicly available, general-purpose benchmark dataset, can be successfully adapted to OpenStax textbooks [27], generating superior questions than existing RNN-based and rules-based models. The adaptability of QG-Net enables the automatic generation of questions in a broad range of educational domains. We also show that compared to other models, QG-Net scales better with the amount of training data, since it yields higher quality questions when more training data becomes available.

These promising results show that using QG-Net for automated question generation serves as a high-quality and inexpensive alternative to traditional, labor-intensive question generation. QG-Net is ideally suited for large-scale educational settings, where there is an abundance of educational content but a shortage of corresponding quiz questions.

**Background and Related Work**

Existing question generation models usually represent the input context and output question as sequences of words, including punctuation marks. These models consist of a context reader that reads the input context and a question generator that outputs the question word-by-word. For example, the input context in Table 1 contains 75 words, and the output questions from QG-Net contain 7 and 14 words. In other words, these models treat question generation as a sequence to sequence learning problem: the reader sequentially processes the input text, from the first word to the last, while the generator outputs one word at a time, until the entire question sentence is generated.

A large body of prior work on question generation relies on extensive feature engineering by parsing the input text and hand-crafting templates or linguistic rules [1, 11, 23, 37]. For example, [11] uses a parser and a set of pre-defined heuristics to generate a large number of questions, and train a ranker with a small, dedicated dataset to select the best one. Due to the meticulously crafted heuristics, these rules-based models perform reasonably well when the language of the input text is well structured. However, when the input context exhibits subtle or complex linguistic features that the hand-crafted...
features overlook, these rules-based models fail to generate satisfactory questions.

Recently, there has been a paradigm shift from rules-based models to data-driven models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Such data-driven models are capable of learning the structures of input and output texts directly from a massive amount of training data [35]. These models are easy to train and have been shown to generate better quality questions than rules-based models [7, 40]. However, almost all RNN-based question generation models are designed to generate questions for machine-related tasks rather than human-related tasks. Specifically, these models lead to improved performance on a series of benchmark tasks, such as machine reading comprehension [7, 39, 40] and machine question answering [8, 36, 38]. As a result, the quality of the questions themselves is often unsatisfactory, since quality is not the primary area of concern in these tasks. Thus, these models are not readily applicable to educational content, since question fluency and relevance are crucial in human-related tasks.

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior work on adapting the above question generation models to educational content. One possible reason is that textbooks are written in very different styles than more general-purpose text corpora. For example, Figure 1 shows the difference in word patterns between text from educational content and from a general-purpose question generation dataset, an indication that they have very different content. As a result, there is little evidence to suggest that RNN-based question generation models can be successfully applied to educational content.

THE QG-NET MODEL
We now formulate the question generation problem and detail the QG-Net model. We first lay out the notation that we will use throughout the rest of the paper. Let \( C_i \) be the \( i \)th input context sequence (e.g., a paragraph from a textbook) that contains \( L_C^i \) words, and \( A_i \) be the length \( L_A^i \) answer sequence associated with \( C_i \). Similarly, \( Q_i \) denotes the output question sequence of length \( L_Q^i \) that corresponds to the \( i \)th input context sequence \( C_i \) and answer sequence \( A_i \). In this work, we assume that the answer sequence is a continuous segment within the corresponding context; see Table 1 for an example. This assumption unifies the representation of the answer words and other words in the context by using a binary-valued indicator function as an additional feature to indicate whether a word belongs to the answer; an extension to explore the possibility of external answers is left for future work. We make use of continuous word representations and represent words as vectors using GloVe [26], an embedding that maps every word into a \( d \)-dimensional vector. This vector representation encodes syntactic and semantic relations among words by pre-training on web-scale data [29]. Therefore, the words in the context, answer, and question are all encoded as \( d \)-dimensional vectors. In this work, we set \( d = 300 \). We drop the index \( i \) in the discussion below, unless there is ambiguity.

Problem Formulation
QG-Net generates questions by iteratively sampling question words \( q_t \) from the probability distribution

\[
P(Q|C, A, \theta) = \prod_{t=1}^{L_Q} \sum_{q_t} P(q_t|C, A, \theta). \tag{1}
\]

where \( \theta \) denotes the set of parameters.

QG-Net calculates this probability distribution in two steps. First, a context reader processes each word \( c_j \) in the input context and turns it into a fix-sized representation \( h_j \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( j = 1, \ldots, L_C \). Next, a question generator generates the question text word-by-word, i.e., one word \( q_t \) at each time step \( t = 1, \ldots, L_Q \).
1, ..., L^q, given all context word representations \( \{h_j\}_{j=1}^{L^c} \) and all question words in previous time steps \( \{q_t\}_{t=1}^{T} \).

**Context Reader**

The context reader is a bi-directional long short-term memory (bi-LSTM) network [33], an RNNs that is more effective at preserving information from further past in sequential learning tasks. Bi-LSTM processes the input context words sequence in both the forward and backward directions. In each direction, the bi-LSTM iteratively maps i) the \( j \)-th word vector in the input context and ii) the previous hidden state in this direction into the current \( (j) \)th hidden state:

\[
\vec{h}_j = \text{bi-LSTM}(\vec{c}_j, \vec{h}_{j-1}),
\]

\[
\vec{h}_j = \text{bi-LSTM}(\vec{c}_j, \vec{h}_{j+1}),
\]

where \( \vec{h}_j \) and \( \vec{h}_j \) are the hidden states corresponding to the forward and the backward directions, respectively. The aggregated hidden state of the \( j \)-th word in the input context is the concatenation of these two hidden states: \( h_j = [\vec{h}_j^T, \vec{h}_j^T]^T \).

We refer the readers to [14] for details on LSTM networks. \( \vec{c}_j \) is the augmented input word vector corresponding to the \( j \)-th word, which we detail next.

**Encoding the answer into context word vectors**

When given different parts of the same input context as answers, QG-Net needs to generate different questions that focus on the relevant contextual information that different answers provide; see Table 1 for an example. To achieve this, QG-Net encodes the \( k \)-th word in the answer sequence \( a_k \) into a 2-dimensional vector as additional features \( \text{ANS} \) to the word vectors in the input context, which are given by:

\[
\text{ANS}_j = \begin{cases} 
[1, 0]^T, & \text{if } a_k = c_{j+k} \forall k \in [0, L_A], \\
[0, 1]^T, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

In a similar manner, we encode three additional linguistic features of each word in the input context, including part of speech tag POS, name entity NER, and word case CAS. We use the Stanford natural language processing toolkit [25] to for the POS and NER tags. Each of these features captures additional linguistic information and thus complements the GloVe word vectors. We concatenate these feature encodings with the original GloVe word vectors \( c_j \) to form the new word vectors \( \vec{c}_j \) that serve as input to the bi-LSTM context reader:

\[
\vec{c}_j = [c_j, \text{ANS}_j^T, \text{POS}_j^T, \text{NER}_j^T, \text{CAS}_j^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{d+d'},
\]

(3)

where \( d' \) denotes the aggregated dimension of the additional features. We found that these additional features are a critical piece of side information for QG-Net to generate diverse questions from the same input context.

**Question Generator**

The question generator generates a question word-by-word, from time step \( t = 1 \) to \( t = L^q \), where \( L^q \) is the length of the question that we have defined previously. At each time step \( t \), the question generator generates a question word through the following two internal calculations.

First, a uni-directional LSTM network recurrently maps the current \( (t) \)-th question word into a fix-sized vector, which is the \( t \)-th hidden state of the network:

\[
s_t = \text{LSTM}(y_t, s_{t-1}),
\]

where \( s_t \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the hidden state associated with the \( t \)-th word in the question. Second, a softmax function [9] calculates a probability distribution over all words from a fixed question vocabulary \( |V^q| \):

\[
e_t = \sigma(W_e[s_t^T, c_t^T]^T + b_e),
\]

\[
P_t(q_t) = \text{softmax}(W_e^T s_t + b_e),
\]

(4)

where \( e_t \) is an intermediate variable, \( \sigma \) is the sigmoid function [9], and \( W_e, b_e \) are model parameters. The vector \( c_t^* \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the context vector, which is the weighted sum of the input hidden states \( H = [h_1, ..., h_{L^c}] \):

\[
c_t^* = Ha_t,
\]

where \( a_t \in \mathbb{R}^{d'^c} \) is the attention weight vector calculated by the attention mechanism [2] as

\[
a_t = \text{softmax}(H^TW_b s_t),
\]

(5)

where \( W_b \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is part of the model parameters. From the probability distribution in (4), the generator samples a word \( q_t \in V^q \) at time step \( t \) of the generation process, thus deciding the next word in the output question.

**Incorporating pointer networks to improve question relevance**

Since a good question should be closely related to the context (e.g., by using words directly from the input context), we impose the pointer network [34] on the generator’s vocabulary. Specifically, the pointer network calculates the output word probabilities as a mixture of two probabilities, one over the question vocabulary \( |V^q| \) and the other over the input context vocabulary \( |V^c| \), i.e., the set of unique words in the input context

\[
P(q_t) = P(z_t = 0)P(q_t|z_t = 0) + P(z_t = 1)P(q_t|z_t = 1).
\]

In the equation above, \( z_t \) is a binary-valued variable that switches between generating a word from the question vocabulary and from the input context vocabulary

\[
z_t = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } q_t \in |V^q|, \\
1 & \text{if } q_t \in |V^c|.
\end{cases}
\]

The question word \( q_t \) is now drawn from the extended vocabulary \( V^q \cup V^c \), i.e., the union of the question vocabulary and the vocabulary of the \( t \)-th input context. Therefore, the probability of generating a word in the question vocabulary is given by (4) as \( P(q_t|z_t = 0) = P_t(q_t) \). The probability of generating a word in the input context vocabulary is parameterized by the weight vectors as \( P(q_t|z_t = 1) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} a_{t_i} \). The mixing probability, i.e., \( P(z_t = 1) \), is calculated from the hidden states \( s_t \) as

\[
P(z_t = 1) = \sigma(W_c s_t + b_c),
\]

where \( w_c \in \mathbb{R}^n, b_c \in \mathbb{R} \) are model parameters.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we showcase the efficacy of QG-Net through both quantitative and qualitative experiments. We first quantitatively compare QG-Net with several baselines on standard benchmark tasks using a publicly available dataset. We then qualitatively validate QG-Net’s adaptivity to educational settings by showing examples of questions that it generates using several textbooks from a wide range of domains.

Quantitative Evaluation
Since educational content does not follow QG-Net’s input format (there is no specified context associated with each question), we can only quantitatively evaluate our model by comparing it against baselines using publicly available, general-purpose datasets.

Experiment setup
We train QG-Net on SQuAD, the Stanford Question Answering Dataset [30]. SQuAD contains more than 100k data instances, each of which consists of a short paragraph taken from a Wikipedia article, an answer which is a span of text from the paragraph, and a human generated question based on the paragraph and the answer. We treat the paragraph as the input context to the model and the question as output, thus effectively turning SQuAD into a training dataset for question generation. The dataset explicitly provides us with the indices of the first and last words in the answer. This information makes it straightforward to encode the answer into the corresponding context word vectors.

We truncate each paragraph to only the single sentence that contains the answer and use this sentence as the context during training.

The SQuAD dataset consists of a training set, a validation set, and a test set. They all have the same format. Since the test data is hidden and cannot be accessed, we split the validation set into two halves, and use one half for validation and the other half for test set. During training, we aim to minimize the difference between the generated question and the true question in the training set. We quantify this difference using the negative log likelihood

\[ L(\theta) = -\log P(Q|C,A,\theta) \]

\[ = -\sum_{t=1}^{L} \log P(q_t|C,A,\{q_{\tau}\}_{\tau=0}^{t-1},\theta). \] (6)

Since this loss function is differentiable everywhere, we use the standard back-propagation through time (BPTT) with the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm to learn the model parameters. We employ teacher forcing (i.e., the question generator takes as input the words in the questions in the training set during training), the standard procedure for training LSTMs. During testing, at each time step, the question generator takes its own generated word from the previous time step as input. To generate the best question, we use beam search, a greedy yet effective approximation to exhaustive search, to select the top 25 possible candidate output question sentences. We then choose the one with the lowest negative log likelihood as the final output question. See [9] and references therein for details regarding the training and testing techniques.²

Baselines
We compare QG-Net with the following baselines: Overgenerate & Rank [12], a rules-based system that achieves comparable performance to neural network-based models, as reported by [7, 40]. LSTM, the basic LSTM model, LSTM + features, the basic LSTM model with the same linguistic features that we use in our model as additional input, LSTM + attention [7], the most recent, state-of-the-art question neural network-based question generation model using the attention mechanism, LSTM + attention + linguistic features, the model in [7] augmented with the same linguistic features that we use in our model, and QG-Net without features, QG-Net with the linguistic features removed.

Evaluation metrics
Automatically evaluating question generation models is a difficult task, because there are no metrics designed specifically to measure the quality of questions. Therefore, we adopt BLEU [28] and METEOR [21] from machine translation, and ROUGE-L [22] in text summarization as evaluation metrics for question generation, following [7] and [40]. These metrics are calculated by comparing the machine generated question with a human generated reference question from the same input. We refer readers to [21, 22, 28] for details on these metrics.³ All metric scores take a value in [0, 1]; higher values indicate higher quality questions. These metrics serve as an initial, inexpensive, large-scale comparison between our model and several other baselines, and can reveal insights into the fluency and relevance of questions generated by each model.

Results and discussion
Table 2 summarizes the comparisons between QG-Net and the baselines on SQuAD test set. We see that QG-Net outperforms all of the baselines on all of the metrics, sometimes significantly so. The results in Table 2 validate the effectiveness of our task-specific modifications to the existing neural network-based question generation model. Further experiments have been conducted to validate the robustness of the QG-Net model.

Table 2. A comparison between QG-Net and several baselines on the SQuAD dataset; results show that it outperforms every baseline across all metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>BLEU-4</th>
<th>METEOR</th>
<th>ROUGE-L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over-generate &amp; Rank [12]</td>
<td>0.1120</td>
<td>0.1702</td>
<td>0.2792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>0.0796</td>
<td>0.2703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + linguistic features</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
<td>0.0972</td>
<td>0.3129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + attention [7]</td>
<td>0.0658</td>
<td>0.1150</td>
<td>0.3161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + attention + linguistic features</td>
<td>0.1086</td>
<td>0.1555</td>
<td>0.3988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QG-Net without linguistic features</td>
<td>0.0723</td>
<td>0.1249</td>
<td>0.3368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QG-Net (our full model)</td>
<td>0.1386</td>
<td>0.1838</td>
<td>0.4437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²QG-Net code at https://github.com/moonlightlane/QG-Net
³The BLEU score counts the co-occurrences of sub-sequences of length N between machine and human generated questions, where N = 1, 2, 3, 4 [4]; we report only BLEU-4 for simplicity of exposition.
In 2012, the Economist Intelligence Unit ranked Warsaw as the 32nd most liveable city in the world.

### Reference Question
When was Warsaw ranked as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?

### Scalability with training data
We now show that the performance of QG-Net improves when more training data becomes available. We adopt the same setup from the previous experiment, except that we now vary the amount of training data by training QG-Net on 10%, 40%, 70% and 100% of the SQuAD training set.

Figure 3 plots the ROUGE-L score of our model compared to the Over-generate & Rank and LSTM + attention + linguistic features baselines. These results show that the performance of the neural network-based models increases significantly with more training data, while that of the rules-based system baseline does not. We also observe that QG-Net outperforms the LSTM + attention + linguistic features baseline, showing that the ability to copy words into generated questions offers further performance gain.

Table 3. Examples of questions generated by models trained on varying amounts of training data. The input context and reference question are from the SQuAD test set. Answer words are colored and underlined. Over-generate & Rank generates the same questions regardless of the amount of data it is trained on. QG-Net generates higher quality questions than both the rules-based model (Over-generate & Rank) and the neural-network based model (LSTM + attention + linguistic features). The input context comes from the SQuAD test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Training data used</th>
<th>Over-generate &amp; Rank</th>
<th>LSTM + attention + linguistic features</th>
<th>QG-Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>When did the Economist Intelligence Unit rank Warsaw as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?</td>
<td>What is the name of the city in the world?</td>
<td>When was the Economist Intelligence Unit ranked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>When did the Economist Intelligence Unit rank Warsaw as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?</td>
<td>In what year did the CIA conduct Warsaw?</td>
<td>When was the Economist Intelligence Unit ranked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>When did the Economist Intelligence Unit rank Warsaw as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?</td>
<td>In what year was Warsaw ranked as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?</td>
<td>When was Warsaw ranked as the 32nd most liveable city in the world?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Bar plot comparing the performance of various models trained on varying amounts of training data in terms of the ROUGE-L score on the SQuAD test set. QG-Net outperforms both baselines and thus scales favorably to settings where massive training data is available.

### Qualitative Evaluation on OpenStax Textbooks
In this section, we show that transferring the QG-Net model trained on the general-purpose SQuAD dataset to specific subject domains covered by OpenStax (OS) textbooks can lead to fluent and relevant questions. In particular, we take our trained model and apply it to educational content without any further fine-tuning. For this experiment, we choose three OS textbooks: Biology, Sociology, and History. Each of these textbooks covers a different domain, ranging from natural sciences to social sciences and humanities. Each textbook provides roughly four questions at the end of each section but does not provide information on which sentences or paragraphs may help with the answer. As a result, we evaluate the generated questions qualitatively by comparing and contrasting questions generated by QG-Net and the baselines.

### Data preparation
Since QG-Net requires both contexts and answers as input, we need to find contexts and the corresponding answer text segments within these contexts. Therefore, we develop a procedure to automatically generate a large set of context-answer pairs. We first split the entire textbooks into chunks...
Context (Biology): On each chromosome, there are thousands of genes that are responsible for determining the genotype and phenotype of the individual. A gene is defined as a sequence of DNA that codes for a functional product. The human haploid genome contains $3 \text{ billion base pairs}$ and has between 20,000 and 25,000 functional genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QG-Net without linguistic features</th>
<th>How many genes are responsible for determining the genotype and phenotype?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QG-Net</td>
<td>How many base pairs are on the human genome?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Example of two generated questions for two different answers with the same input context. The answers are underlined and marked with different colors in the input context. We see that QG-Net generates distinct questions on the same input text words for different answers. The input context comes from the OpenStax (OS) Biology textbook.

Results and discussion
First, we showcase the significant benefit of adding linguistic features to QG-Net. Table 4 compares a question generated by QG-Net with one generated by QG-Net without linguistic features, on a context from OS Biology textbook with two different answers. Results show that QG-Net is able to generate dramatically different questions for different answers using the same input context. The two answers are only a few words apart and are of the same name entity type “number”. QG-Net successfully captures the subtle difference between the relevant information (“base pairs” and “functional genes”) and generates a relevant question for each answer. On the contrary, QG-Net without linguistic features is unable to detect this subtle difference and generates the same question even though the answers are different.

Second, we show that questions generated by QG-Net are more fluent and relevant to input contexts and answers than those generated by the baselines. Table 5 compares questions generated by QG-Net and two strong baselines, Over-generate & Rank and LSTM + attention + linguistic features, using 6 different input contexts. In every case, QG-Net generates a question that is more fluent and relevant than those generated by the two baselines.

In terms of fluency, we see that the Over-generate & Rank baseline struggles with complex linguistic structures in the input context (e.g., parallel structure in Contexts 3 and 5, and the presence of semicolon in Contexts 1 and 6), and is unable to generate coherent question sentence in these cases. The other baseline, LSTM + attention + linguistic features, tends to generate grammatically incorrect questions that contain repeated words or phrases (e.g., the word “race” in the question generated from Context 3, and the phrase “white nation” in the question generated from Context 5). On the other hand, QG-Net is able to generate fluent questions even when the input context is lengthy and complex (e.g., Contexts 1 and 5). In terms of relevance, we see that the Over-generate & Rank baseline often generates questions irrelevant to the answer (e.g., questions generated from Contexts 3, 5 and 6). LSTM + attention + linguistic features baseline generates seemingly relevant questions, but in a number of cases it makes factual errors, generating words or phrases that are not relevant to the input contexts (e.g., the phrase “Kinsey scale” in the question generated from Context 3 and the word “deuterium” in the question generated from Context 4). On the other hand, QG-Net generates questions that are relevant to all the input contexts and answers. We note that there are a few cases where the questions generated by QG-Net and the LSTM + attention + linguistic features baseline are identical (Context 2) or arguably comparable in terms of fluency and relevance (Context 6). Overall, however, questions generated by QG-Net appear to be of higher quality than those generated by the two baselines.

Human Evaluation on OpenStax Textbooks
To further validate the superior quality of the questions generated by QG-Net compared to those generated by baselines, we perform a human evaluation experiment on a number of questions generated from all three OpenStax textbooks.

Experimental setup
For each textbook, we sample 100 input contexts and their associated answers. We then generate one question per context-answer pair using three different models: QG-Net, Over-generate & Rank, and LSTM + attention + linguistic features. During evaluation, the human evaluators are presented with one input context-answer pair at a time, along with questions generated by each model. To avoid possible biases, we randomly shuffle the presentation order of the three questions for each input context. The human evaluators are asked to provide a binary rating (e.g., either true or false) to each of the three questions on two metrics: whether the question is fluent (i.e., coherent and grammatically correct) and whether the question is relevant to the input context-answer pair. As a final metric (dubbed “preference”), the human evaluators are asked to select which question(s) could have been generated by a real human: we allow the evaluators to select more than one question or none of them. This metric reflects the evaluators’ subjective judgments of how “human-like” the questions are. We performed the experiments on Amazon Mechanical
Table 5. Example of three questions generated by three different models from various input contexts and answers. We see that, in all cases, QG-Net generates questions that are both fluent and relevant, whereas in most cases, the two baselines fail to do so. The input contexts come from the OS Biology, Sociology, and History textbooks.

Results and discussion
Figure 4 summarizes the human evaluation results in 3 separate bar plots for the OS Biology, Sociology, and History textbooks. In all three plots, we count the number of questions in which the majority of raters gave a positive evaluation for each of the three question generation models. In all cases, QG-Net (often significantly) outperforms the two baselines on all three evaluation metrics. We evaluate the statistical significance of these results using a binomial test, and find that the degree to which QG-Net outperforms the two baselines is statistically significant well beyond the p = 0.05 level for all evaluation metrics except for fluency and relevance for the History textbook (p = 0.11 and p = 0.5, respectively). We emphasize that, in the case of evaluating whether the questions could have been generated by a human, QG-Net significantly outperforms the two baselines (beyond the p = 0.01 level for all textbook). Moreover, in the majority of cases (more than 60 out of 100 questions across all textbook subjects), QG-Net generates a question that is deemed “human-like” by human evaluators.

We thus conclude that QG-Net generates questions that are fluent, relevant, and “human-like” more often than existing models. These results imply that questions generated by QG-Net have better applicability in real-world educational settings than those generated by other baselines.

LIMITATIONS OF QG-NET AND FUTURE WORK
In this section, we discuss two major limitations of QG-Net and discuss possible future works to address these limitations.

First, although QG-Net generates significantly better questions than previous models, it is not guaranteed to always generate good questions, since there exist no effective question evaluation metrics that can automatically filter out bad questions. The absence of such metrics means that QG-Net is not yet ready for large-scale automated deployment in real-world educational settings, since human experts are still required to review the generated questions before assigning them to learners. However, experts’ involvement provides an opportunity for developing novel and interactive “human-in-the-loop” systems. Specifically, we can first use QG-Net to generate a large number of quiz questions at low cost. Then, we can leverage...

Turk [3] and collected 4 responses for each generated question. We then calculate, for each question, the statistical mode of the evaluations for each of the three metrics. This procedure enables us to resolve disagreements among raters and results in a single label for each metric.
feedback on the quality of the generated questions provided by either human experts or by testing their pedagogical values [20, 24] to further improve QG-Net’s capability. These interactive systems have the potential to improve with increasing usage, which is an ideal fit for large-scale educational applications.

Second, QG-Net is only capable of generating factual questions. While factual questions are valuable for learning (see the Introduction), this constraint limits the depth of the questions. Several recent works make use of first order logic that enables model to perform reasoning to some extent [5, 31], but these works do not directly apply to the task of question generation. A combination of first order logic and neural networks thus holds promise for generating more advanced questions.

CONCLUSION

We have introduced QG-Net, an RNN-based question generation model specifically designed for generating quiz questions from educational content such as textbooks. Our model design leverages several recent advances in text summarization and question answering. We have demonstrated the superior performance of QG-Net over several baselines on a standard benchmark dataset. More importantly, we have demonstrated that, after training QG-Net on a general-purpose question generation dataset, we can adapt it to educational content and generate fluent and relevant questions, without further fine-tuning. These promising results suggest that QG-Net has the potential to automate and scale up the question generation process for educational settings where a large number of quiz and practice questions are needed to accompany abundant educational content.
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